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Abstract 

 

Interactive Free-From Authoring of 

 Volume Animation 

 

 

Volume animation editors have been relying on physically based approach 

with fine tuning of parameters numerically for extremely accurate computation 

of dynamics, whereas easy editing and instant real-time feedback is crucial for 

effective authoring of animation. Intuitive method for creating volume animation 

and providing visual metaphor on the fly have a great potential in achieving 

effective authoring, yet have not been studied extensively. 

 

This paper presents a framework for interactive editing of volume animation 

by providing visual metaphor of key frame volume animation, and free-form 

deformation of volume data. Apart from physically based or sculpting based 

editing schemes, this paper’s framework achieves free-form editing by using 

3D moving least-squares (MLS) for deforming spatial and non-spatial 

attributes of volume dataset. Also, authoring of volume animation sequence is 

achieved with expanding MLS deformation by adding temporal distance. In 

addition, we present visual metaphor of deformation which describes direction 

and amount of displacement of volume data. The visual metaphor enhances 

interactivity and intuitiveness, allowing user to acquire fast prototype in free-
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form editing of volume dataset and animation on demand. Furthermore, a full 

GPU implementation of this paper’s framework achieves with real-time 

feedback. 

 

Keywords: Volume animation, moving least-squares, visual metaphor, volume 

editing. 
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Ⅰ. Introduction 

 

 

Advances on GPU technology attracts both designers and graphics 

developers in numerous applications. Rendering volumetric datasets in real time 

is commonly used in many modern scientific domains, movie industries and 

virtual reality. Since inter-structural and geometrical association of volume 

dataset is hard to define, study on animation method for volume data was 

concentrated in physically-based methods. Therefore, intuitive authoring of 

volume animation is still one of the most demanding technology for volume 

animators, since many volume animation tools are based intensively on 

physically based particle simulation as they are mostly used for rendering fluid 

dynamics. Particle simulation renders extremely realistic image of animated 

volume scene, yet it consumes huge computational power and makes users 

harder to acquire the feedback on the fly.  

 

Methods for manipulating volume dataset based on image deformation 

techniques are arising as an alternative solution in an easy and intuitive way. 

The studies of Westermann et al. [1] and Tejada et al. [2] shows examples of 

real time volume deformation. Their work is dedicated in editing static 

volumetric scene especially for the purpose of exploring volume dataset. 

However, the method seems to be effective in editing animated volume scenes 

that do not require accurate physics. For instance, when creating animation of 
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smoke spreading out, image deformation based approach is the fastest and the 

most intuitive way to manipulate dataset on demand, while physically based 

approach makes whole process delayed by fine tuning of parameters and 

rendering complex dynamics. 

 

 

Fig. 1. A preview of this paper’s framework. 

 

This paper presents a framework to achieve an effective authoring of volume 

animation with an approach based on the idea of free-form image deformation. 

Our deformation method is based on 4D extension of 2D moving least-squares 

(MLS) deformation. To achieve quick and easy deforming of volume data, this 

paper’s framework added a set of moving control points in the volume scene. 

The spatial attributes and temporal distance of control point are stored in each 

key frame and interpolated by calculating spatiotemporal distance [3] between 

two key frames. 
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Furthermore, we emphasize our work upon visual metaphor of deformation, 

which gives user a visualization of amount and direction of deformation. For the 

ease of editing animation, control points of next and previous key frames are 

displayed with noticeable color upon output deformation control point in Y-

shape. Our main goal is to provide instant feedback on the fly, therefore visual 

metaphor enhances the ease of prototyping the animated sequence of various 

volume shapes, as well as the ease of exploring static volume scene. 
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Ⅱ. Background and Related Work 

 

 

This paper is an extension of our previous work of interactive free-form 

volume editing from Kim et al. [4]. The recent study on image deformation 

based volume manipulation is highly advanced, while authoring of volume 

animation is studied intensively in physically based approach. In this section, 

we describe previous efforts for interactive volume editing and methods for 

volume animation. 

 

1. Free-Form Volume Deformation 

 

Chandru et al. introduced the sculpting interface for rapid prototyping based 

on voxel modeling approach, which is able to sculpt volume scene interactively. 

They used the regularized Minkowski operators in order to further 

implementation on voxel animation system [4]. While they have achieved 

intuitive voxel sculpting system, animating with sculpting approach requires 

individual volume space for every key frame to store each key frame’s volume 

data. Hence, it is limited to small sized volume dataset, or it has to compress 

large scaled volume data into small one, which possibly cause significant loss 

on data resolution.  
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Correa et al. presented 3D displacement by interpolating scattered data, 

which has advantage on smooth and plausible deformation [7]. The deformation 

is illustrated in 2D, the user can define the deformation of volume data directly 

on demand, but its performance is limited to editing static scene. 

 

Burger et al. presented direct volume editing, which is fast and flexible for 

editing volume data [8]. Their basic methodology for volume editing including 

coloring, carving, enhancement, and annotation provides impressive 

interactivity and intuitiveness with volume designer. Although their work has a 

great potential in editing volume data in artistic way or in exploration, it is also 

limited to manipulating a static scene. 

 

As many advanced algorithms for interactive free-form deformations of 

polygonal models has been explored, Westermann et al. introduced high-speed 

interactive volume deformations using distortion of 3D texture coordinates. The 

method has great potentials in real-time editing of animated scene while not 

compromising original volume deformation by resampling [1]. Although their 

work is limited to static volume scene, we found that the idea of deformation 

with texture distortion [1] has great potentials in real-time authoring of volume 

animation sequence, as well as authoring static volume scene. 

 

Schafer et al. introduced the method using MLS approximation to avoid 

linearly interpolated result, and to get plausible deformation of image [5]. 

According to their study, letting 𝑝 is a set of control points and 𝑞 is a deformed 
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positions of control point 𝑝, 𝑝𝑖 and 𝑞𝑖 be row vectors. Given a point 𝑣 in the 

image, inverse distance weights 𝑤𝑖 with user importance α can be represented 

as the formula (1): 

 

𝑤𝑖 =  
1

|𝑝𝑖 − 𝑣|2𝛼
 . (1) 

 

2D MLS affine deformation 𝑓𝑎(𝑣) can be represented with formula (2): 

 

𝑓𝑎(𝑣) = (𝑣 − 𝑝∗) (∑ �̂�𝑖
𝑇𝑤𝑖�̂�𝑖

𝑖

)

−1

∑ 𝑤𝑗�̂�𝑗
𝑇�̂�𝑗 + 𝑞∗

𝑗

 , (2) 

 

where 𝑝∗ and 𝑞∗ are centroids that can be represented as formula (3): 

 

𝑝∗ =  
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑝𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖
  ,   𝑞∗ =  

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑞𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑖
 . (3) 

 

Cuno et al. presented rigid 3D MLS deformation by expanding the 2D MLS 

approximation formula into 3D MLS deformation, which minimizes the shearing 

problem [6]. Although their work was focused on deforming polygonal 3D 

models, the work is well suited for intuitive and continuous deformation of 

volume data.  
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As an extension of Cuno et al.’s work, Tejada et al. introduced 3D MLS for 

interactive volume deformation. Their work was focused on exploratory task 

and achieved ease of manipulation of volume data [2]. Since the work is 

particularly well suited for instant and smooth deformation, this paper’s 

framework’s idea on interactive volume deformation is based on same approach 

as the work of Tejada et al. However this paper’s framework is distinguished 

for utility of editing non-spatial attributes, e.g. lightness, hue, density, temporal 

distance for animation, and visual metaphor for intuitiveness and interactivity. 

 

2. Volume Animation 

 

Study on volume animation is focused intensively on physically-based 

methods. Typical approach is a massive particle simulation, which grants a 

realistic and physically accurate results. 

 

Yngve et al. presented the animation of explosions, with an expression of 

temperature where higher density of volume in cross section represents higher 

temperature [9]. Similarly, study of Rasmussen et al. presented a large scaled 

smoke simulation with a combination of two-dimensional physically based flow 

fields with a three-dimensional Kolmogorov velocity field [10]. Both of their 

works are based on physically-based simulation, and showed great potential 

advantages in chances to modify and shape the volume effect in a realistic way. 

However, huge computational cost during simulation dragged the overall 

performance down which makes acquiring feedback critically delayed. For 
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instance, the work of Rasmussen et al. rendered simulation in about 1-2 

minutes per frame. 

 

Apart from physically-based approach, there are some notable efforts for 

volume animation. To animate skeletal voxel model, Gagvani et al. presented an 

inversed kinematics (IK) skeletal based voxel animation [11]. After 

manipulating input volume object with IK skeleton, each frame of deformed 

volumes are reconstructed. The IK skeletal based animation system, including 

Gagvani et al.’s work, in every animation package has a vast advantage of 

intuitiveness and productivity. However, in volume rendering domain, 

reconstruction in every frame still costs a lot of computational resource, thus it 

has a disadvantage in acquiring instant feedback on the fly. Plus, it is hard to 

properly simulate muscle animation even if the model is separated into individual 

bones and muscle. 

 

On the other hand, as mentioned in sector 2.1, the sculpting and key frame 

based volume animation is presented by Chandru et al [4]. Their work 

interpolates every key frame which contains a set of volume data. The system 

rendered the animated scene of four re-sculpted 2003 sized key frames in 40 

frames per second, but the performance on larger dataset is uncertain.  

 

To satisfy the volume designer’s need, we had to explore far more different 

approach for instant feedback and intuitive manipulation in animating volume 

scene. Since this paper’s framework is based on free-form MLS deformation, 
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we tried to extend our deformation system with time dependent. By setting 

temporal distance between two key frames, we can define a temporally 

weighted centroid of MLS deformation by extending formula (1). According to 

the study of Losser et al. [3], the two-dimensional spatiotemporal Euclidean 

distance 𝑑𝑖 between sampled point (𝑥𝑖,  𝑦𝑖 , 𝑐𝑡𝑖) and next key frame (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑐𝑡) of a 

control point with a user defined factor 𝑐 can be described as formula (4): 

 

𝑑𝑖 =  √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)2 + 𝑐2(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡)2 . (4) 

 

The user defined factor 𝑐 affects the interpolation results of an animation. 

Higher value of 𝑐 results the higher falloff of interpolation of volume animation. 
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Ⅲ. Interactive Volume Editing 

 

 

1. 3D Moving Least Squares Deformation 

 

As this paper uses control points to manipulate volume data interactively, we 

created a structure of the control point to store key frames that contains spatial 

and non-spatial attributes. Fig. 2 shows a structural overview of each control 

point. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Structural overview of each control point. 

 

As shown in Fig. 2, spatial attributes include position, source matrix, 

deformed matrix of each control point and temporal distance between current 

and next key frame. Lightness, color and density are treated as non-spatial 

attributes. Distinguished from Chandru et al., this paper’s framework does not 
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hold entire volume data for each key frame, thus our work has the advantage of 

reducing memory consumption, which is expected to increase overall 

performance. 

 

Similar to Tejada et al. [2] and Zhao et al. [12], this paper uses 4D extension 

of 2D MLS deformation [5]. Based on formula (2), given a set of control points 

{𝑝} and their altered attributes {𝑘}, MLS interpolation 𝑓𝑘 of arbitrary points 𝑣 

can be defined as formula (5): 

 

𝑓𝑘(𝑣) =  ∑ 𝐴𝑗(𝑘𝑗 − 𝑘∗) + 𝑘∗

𝑗

 , (5) 

 

where 𝐴𝑗 is a single scalar defined as formula (6): 

 

𝐴𝑗 = (𝑣 − 𝑝∗) (∑ �̂�𝑖
𝑇𝑤𝑖�̂�𝑖

𝑖

)

−1

𝑤𝑗�̂�𝑗
𝑇  , (6) 

 

For deformation of static volume scene, 𝑝∗ and k* are centroids weighted 

with weight in formula (1), which is the product of inverse-distance and user 

importance, and derive formula (7): 

 

�̂�𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝∗ . (7) 
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The output 𝑓𝑘(𝑣) is determined by the type of attribute 𝑘. For instance, as 

shown in Fig. 3, the output 𝑘(𝑣) of voxel lightness returns a deformed (or 

altered) voxel lightness. Likewise, figure 4 shows an example of deforming 

spatial attributes in a static volume scene. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Altering of lightness: (a) input volume (skull head), (b) altering lightness 

around control point (green highlighted), (c) altered lightness. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Displacement of spatial position: (a) input volume (foot), (b) deforming 

position with control point, (c) deformed foot. 
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As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, we generate fixed number of control points, 

e.g. 16 points, aligned with the bounding volume with inner offsets. In order to 

evaluate formula (6), each of control points tracks value contained in each key 

frame. Spatial displacement except temporal distance is defined by an individual 

transformation matrix, temporal distance is defined simply with one dimensional 

natural number. 

 

Non-spatial attributes can be batch edited; altering all the attributes 

simultaneously, and then later, details for per-points are modified. This 

promotes a lot of convenience, for instance, editing hue (a* b* in CIE L*a*b* 

color space) roughly for rapid prototyping. Fig.5 shows how batch edit mode 

and per-point detailed edit mode are activated. 

 

 

Fig. 5. The editing scheme of global/local attribute: (a) input volume (cloud), 

(b) global editing mode (right-click and drag background) and (c) local editing 

mode (right-click and drag control point). 
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As shown in Fig. 5. When user selects background area of the scene, the 

global editing mode is activated. If user selects a specific control point, per-

point detailed edit mode is activated. The final values of non-spatial attributes 

are the sum of global and local modifications. To achieve those editing scheme, 

we added global offsets for non-spatial attributes to each key frame in each 

control point as shown in figure 6: 

 

 

Fig. 6. Enhancement of global attributes in each key frame. 

 

With a structure of key frame described in Fig. 6, this paper successfully 

achieved free-form deformation of spatial and non-spatial attributes.  

 

2. Volume Animation 

 

In order to animate the static scene apart from physically-based method, we 

modified the MLS deformation formula in this paper’s framework. First, as the 

sampled point has its temporal distance 𝑡 between current key frame’s output 

control point and next key frame’s output control point, by extending two-
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dimensional formula (4), current key frame (𝑖)  and next key frame’s (𝑗) 

spatiotemporal distance 𝑑𝑖, 𝑑𝑗 between a sampled point v(x, y, z), output control 

points of each key frame and user-defined animation fall off constant 𝑐 can be 

described as formula (8): 

 

𝑑𝑖 =  √(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2 + (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦)2 + (𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧)2 + 𝑐2𝑡𝑖
2 , 

(8) 

𝑑𝑗 =  √(𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥)
2

+ (𝑦𝑗 − 𝑦)
2

+ (𝑧𝑗 − 𝑧)
2

+ 𝑐2𝑡𝑗
2 . 

 

Second, as spatiotemporal distance is calculated, the centroid described in 

formula (1), which is product of inversed distance and user importance, was 

changed and described as formula (9): 

 

𝑤𝑖 =  
1

𝑑𝑖
2  , 𝑤𝑗 =  

1

𝑑𝑗
2 , (9) 

 

where 𝑑𝑖, 𝑑𝑗  is a spatiotemporal distance calculated from formula (8). The 

weighted centroids 𝑝∗,  𝑞∗ can be defined as formula (10). 

 

𝑝∗ =
∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑝𝑖 + 𝑤𝑗𝑝𝑗

∑ 𝑤𝑖 + 𝑤𝑗
  ,   𝑞∗ =  

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑞𝑖 + 𝑤𝑗𝑞𝑗

∑ 𝑤𝑖 + 𝑤𝑗
 . (10) 
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The rest of formula is same as formula (5), (6) and (7). As user adds key 

frame, the temporal distance is altered by right click and dragging a control point 

in a temporal distance editing mode. Fig. 7 shows an example of animated 

volume scene with an addition of visual metaphor of key frames, which is 

described in following section 3. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Example of animated volume scene with three key frames. 
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3. Visual Interaction Metaphor  

 

To begin free-form editing with interactivity and intuitiveness, it is 

necessary to visualize the information of amount and direction of deformation.  

 

 

Fig. 8. Visual interaction metaphor of static volume scene. 

 

As shown in Fig. 8, this paper’s framework visualizes input and deformed 

positions of control point in gray and red points. Also, direction and amount of 

displacement are visualized with lines connecting the source and the output 

position of each control point. If user selects a control point, the source circle 

and the line between source and output circle are highlighted with green. This 

interaction metaphor is particularly effective in fast prototyping of spatial 

deformation [13]. 
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As for animated scene, this paper’s framework provides visual information 

of output circle of forward and backward key frames, as described in Fig. 9. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Visual interaction metaphor of animated volume scene. 

 

As shown in Fig. 9, if there are key frames in front/back of current key frame, 

this paper’s framework visualizes the output position of next/previous key 

frame (blue colored dot for previous key frame and orange colored dot for next 

key frame) and spatiotemporal distance between current and neighbor key 

frames (blue colored line for previous, orange colored line for next key frame) 

in a Y-shaped figure. To avoid visual conflict with the metaphor of non-

selected control points, the metaphor of neighbor key frames are displayed only 

when user selects a control point which has more than one neighbored key 

frame around current frame. 
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As for spatial deformation, it would be hard to edit on demand since the 

control points are floating in 3D space. To provide intuitive editing scheme, this 

paper’s framework fixes z-axis and defines planar spatial deformation. As 

shown in Fig. 10, the translation plane is perpendicular to view vector and a 

selected control point is moved only along the translation plane [13]. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Spatial deformation along the translation plane. 
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As for non-spatial attributes, when a user right clicks on the control point, 

local value for selected attribute is edited. If none of control points are clicked, 

batch editing for global value is enabled. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Altering 2D hue values. 

 

1D attributes (density, lightness and local temporal distance) can be altered 

with vertical movement of mouse. Likewise, as shown in Fig. 11, 2D hues (a* b* 

in CIE L*a*b* color space, equivalent to RG and BY chromaticity) is mapped to 

horizontal and vertical movement of mouse [13]. 
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Ⅳ. Implementation and Results 

 

 

This paper’s framework was implemented fully on GPU (OpenGL). The tests 

were performed on an Intel i7 3.6 GHz processor, 16GB RAM and Nvidia 

GeForce GTX 780 Ti graphics processer. Similarly to the previous work of this 

paper, input and output volumes are represented as 3D textures and editing of 

output volumes are updated by slice-wise rendering [13]. 

 

The performance while editing 8 bit volume dataset is in inversely 

proportional to the resolution of input volume data and the number of data 

sampling per ray. Table 1 shows overall performance of this paper’s framework 

for each dataset and number of samples while free-form editing volume and 

playing volume animation. 

 

Table 1. Overall performance of editing volume scenes. 

Samples 

Resolution 

Volume cloud Head skull Ventricles Foot Angiography 

400,000 
(100x100x40) 

6,946,816 
(256x256x106) 

8,126,464 
(256x256x124) 

16,777,216 
(256x256x256) 

23,855,104 
(416x512x112) 

64 405 48 41 20 15 

128 367 48 40 20 14 

256 306 46 40 19 14 

512 233 44 39 18 14 

1024 158 40 37 17 13 
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Fig. 12. Overall performance of editing volume cloud scene. 
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Head skull scene
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Fig. 13. Overall performance of editing head skull scene. 
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Ventricles scene
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Fig. 14. Overall performance of editing ventricles scene. 
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Foot scene
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Fig. 15. Overall performance of editing foot scene. 
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Angiography scene
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Fig. 16. Overall performance of editing angiography scene. 
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The number of samples per ray was selected with optimal amount, which is 

determined considering both rendering quality and performance by subjective 

means. As shown in Fig. 12 – 16, this paper’s framework reaches real-time 

frame rates in idle state. When manipulating control points and attributes or 

playing animated sequence, frame rate drops significantly around 80%, however, 

the feedback is still capable of instant prototyping.  
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Ⅴ. Discussion and Limitations 
 

 

The authoring of volume dataset and animation with MLS deformation gives 

user a real-time feedback which enables an instant prototyping. Furthermore, 

the visual metaphor of deformation of volume data provides great intuitiveness 

boosting an ease of interactivity. Thus, the framework proposed in this paper 

proves its utility in real-time editing of volume dataset and volume animated 

sequence. 

 

Since MLS interpolation of animated key frames in volumetric scenes was 

never explored before, our GPU implemented 4D MLS approach enables playing 

animated sequence on-the-fly. However, feedback has a significant loss in 

frames per second while editing volume data and playing animated sequence as 

described in Fig. 17. Although it still gives feedback on-the-fly, the sluggish 

reaction of selected control point has potential inconvenience during continuous 

detailed editing. In addition, since the MLS interpolation is performed only with 

current and next key frame, the interpolation often results in artifact which 

shows strange vibration when time stamp transit through the end and beginning 

of key frames. 

 

The metaphor of animated sequence that has more than 3 key frames is stiff 

and awkward since the neighbored key frames are visualized with straight line 

as briefly shown in Fig. 18. To overcome this flaw, visualization in spline shape 
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would give great benefit in intuitive understanding of flow of key frames.  

 

The framework also has limitation in exploring and detailed modification of 

volume dataset since the deformation is limited in terms of definition of control 

points. Plus, roughly interpolated attributes like density and lightness have a 

possibility of misinterpretation, which is critical in biomedical and scientific 

domain. Thus, the care has to be taken when altering sophisticated scientific 

datasets. 

 

 

Fig. 17. Performance loss during editing/playing volume animation. 
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Fig. 18. Visual metaphor of neighbored key frames in straight line. 
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Ⅵ. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

 

In this paper, a free-form editing method is proposed to edit volume dataset 

as well as volume animation sequence on the fly. Apart from physically based 

simulation, the 4D moving least squares deformation is used to displace volume 

data and volume attributes with an instant feedback. For expression of volume 

animation, this paper’s framework weights spatial MLS deformation centroids 

by calculating spatiotemporal distance. The temporal distance within key frame 

is manually controlled by user with a simple mouse interaction. 

 

The framework proposed in this paper also provides the visual metaphor 

while editing volume dataset on the fly with user to enhance intuitiveness in 

authoring. The amount and direction of spatial displacement are displayed with 

a line and circle, which describes input/output position of control point. As for 

non-spatial attributes, the alternation is done with simple vertical and horizontal 

mouse movement. 

 

Through our framework, editing and playing animated sequence is easier and 

faster than any physically based simulations, since the intuitiveness in interface 

boosts productivity and feedback of deformation are displayed on the fly. 

Furthermore, user can utilize our framework to create a unique volumetric 

scene in an artistic way. 
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While the framework proposed in this paper demonstrates its utility in 

authoring of volume dataset and animation, the spatial deformation and 

alternation of non-spatial attributes are limited in definition of control points. 

More detailed modification, e.g. cut, surface painting and local density 

distribution would be a great topic for future work. 
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논문요약 

 

볼륨 애니메이션의 자유형식 저작 기법 

 

성균관대학교 

전자전기컴퓨터공학과 

김 기 혁 

 

 

볼륨 데이터의 편집은 주로 형체의 구조에 대한 교육의 목적이나 MRI로부터 

획득한 볼륨 데이터 등의 탐색 등을 목적으로 조각기법(볼륨 스컬핑)을 통한 

편집에 의존하고 있다. 또한 표면을 가지지 않고 부피를 가진 입자로 표현되는 

볼륨 렌더링의 특성 때문에, 볼륨 애니메이션의 저작기법에 대한 연구는 주로 

물리와 유체역학을 토대로 정밀한 수치설정을 통한 시뮬레이션을 사용해 저작하는 

기법에 집중되어 있다. 조각기법과 시뮬레이션을 통한 애니메이션 획득 방법은 

매우 정교한 결과를 보여주나 원하는 결과를 획득하기 까지 수많은 시간이 

소요되므로, 효율적인 볼륨 편집과 애니메이션의 저작을 위해서는 사용하기 쉬운 

애니메이션 편집 방법이 필요하며 실시간으로 피드백을 전달받을 수 있어야 한다. 

또한, 애니메이션의 편집 과정에서 시각적 메타포를 통한 피드백은 저작의 

용이성을 개선할 수 있지만, 아직 폭넓은 연구가 필요한 실정이다. 따라서 본 

논문에서는 자유형식 볼륨 데이터 편집과 키 프레임 기반 애니메이션을 통해 

효율적인 볼륨 애니메이션 저작 기법을 제시한다. 기존에 널리 사용되는 볼륨 

데이터에 대한 조각기법(볼륨 스컬핑)과 달리, 3차원 이동최소자승 변형 방식을 

통해 볼륨 데이터를 자유형식으로 왜곡/변형 가능하도록 한다. 또한 3차원 
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이동최소자승을 시간 축으로 확장하여 키 프레임간의 시간 거리에 따라 최소자승에 

가중치를 부여함으로써 볼륨 애니메이션을 표현한다. 또한 애니메이션 편집 

과정에서 볼륨에 대한 변형의 성질과 주변 키 프레임의 시간적/공간적 위치에 대한 

시각적 메타포를 제공함으로써 사용자 편의성을 증대시키고, 실시간으로 볼륨 

편집에 대한 피드백을 전달하여 프로토타입의 획득 시간을 비약적으로 단축시킬 수 

있다. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

주제어: 볼륨 애니메이션, 이동최소자승법, 시각적 메타포, 볼륨 편집, 볼륨 

렌더링 
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